
! FREE REGIONAL DEPARTURES VIA AMSTERDAM !

Tour Cost: £1865    Deposit: £395    Single Room: £365
Includes: Flights and ALL taxes, 12 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast), Ground transportation where stated.

JAPAN & TAIWAN           OCT 29-NOV 12
TOKYO - OSAKA - SAPPORO - FUKUOKA - NAGOYA - TAIPEI - BANGKOK 

SAT 29    We depart in the morning from various UK airports, to connect in AMSTERDAM for the onward
China Airlines B773 flight to TAIPEI.

SUN 30   We arrive in TAIPEI and have a short time in transit, before our onward flight to SAPPORO. On
arrival we check-in at our nearby hotel, then spend the rest of the day on the airport viewing deck.

MON 31  Today we hope to visit OKADAMA Airport and Chitose Airbase. The remaining time spent at the
terminal viewing deck.

TUE 1   We have an early Vanilla Air flight direct to TOKYO NARITA. Our hotel overlooks the airport and 
the whole of the rest of the day can be spent on one of the numerous viewing decks, or at the nearby
aviation museum and viewing tower.

WED 2  Today is a completely FREE DAY, to take advantage of the fantastic viewing facilities.

THU 3   Early Coach transfer from our hotel to IRUMA AIRBASE, where the annual open day is being 
held. After the visit, we continue to HANEDA and our airport hotel for the next 2 nights. Again there are
multiple viewing options here. 

FRI 4   FREE DAY on one of the many viewing decks.

SAT 5  After checking out from our hotel, our morning JAL flight is to NAGOYA. Our hotel is connected to 
the terminal by a bridge, so just a five minute walk from the large viewing deck.

SUN 6  This morning we have a Coach transfer to spend some time at KAMAKI, the home of Fuji Dream
airlines and an interesting transport airbase. We continue after lunch to our hotel in OSAKA ITAMI, just 
across from the terminal. Again, a fantastic viewing deck for the rest of the afternoon. 

MON 7  We transfer to KANSAI airport, with the whole day on the deck at the end of the runway. In the 
evening we take our JAL flight to FUKUOKA. Our hotel is nearby.

TUE 8   All day here on one of the decks, before our evening China Airlines flight to TAIPEI. Here, we are 
staying at the airport NOVOTEL, which has views over both runways and looks towards the terminal.

WED 9  Free day to spend spotting from the hotel room, or pay a visit to SUNG SHAN for part of the day.

THU 10  Final day spent spotting at TPE before our evening flight to BANGKOK. We arrive late and 
transfer straight to our nearby hotel.

FRI 11  After a sleep, we can spend the entire day on the hotel roof, watch arrivals and departures. An 
evening BBQ on the roof and late transfer to the terminal for our continuing flight to AMSTERDAM.

SAT 12   We transit through Amsterdam on the way back to the UK, arriving back in the afternoon.

With IRUMA Airshow
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